NEW!

Q-PANEL

D-35 Test Substrate

All the advantages of the QD-35 standard steel test panel in a thinner and lighter design.

Steel and Aluminum Test Substrates

Q-PANEL brand test substrates from Q-Lab minimize metal variability as a source of bias in critical tests. They are clean, consistent, convenient, and economical. Your satisfaction is guaranteed.

The D-35 Steel Panel. Type D steel panels are very thin, flexible panels, with the same smooth, bright surface as type QD. The finish is produced at the steel mill by rolling with smooth ground rolls. Type D panels are recommended for gloss and color applications.

D-35 Specifications: CRS SAE 1008/1010; 0.010” thick (0.25 mm); size is 3x5” (76 x 127 mm); smooth finish.

The World Standard. For over 50 years, Q-PANEL brand test panels have been recognized as the world standard for a consistent and uniform test surface. Thousands of labs use millions of our panels each year.

Clean. The Q-PANEL production process thoroughly cleans panels and removes any oil from the surface. Minimal handling assures that all panels are completely clean when packaged.

Consistent. Three factors assure consistent quality at low cost:
- Volume metal purchasing from selected mills.
- Automated production on a high-speed line.
- Rigorous inspection at several processing stages.

Convenient. Panels are supplied pre-cleaned, with a ¼” (6 mm) Q-shaped hole. For safety and ease of handling, the panels have rounded corners and deburred edges. Steel panels are packed in plastic with a vapor phase rust inhibitor, inside a sturdy cardboard carton, for a shelf life of up to 10 years.

Look for the Q-shaped hole - it's our trademark and your assurance of quality!

Benefits Include:
- Ideal size for color archiving and sales samples
- Consistent quality
- Less weight to transport
- Lower Cost!
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